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ABSTRACT 
 
Amateur Radio service is defined as a radio communications service (covering both terrestrial and 
satellite) in which a station is  used for the purpose of self-training, intercommunication and  technical 
investigations carried out by amateurs, that is, by duly  authorized persons who are interested in radio 
technique solely  with a personal aim and without any pecuniary interest [4][7].  Amateur radio, often 
called ham radio, is both a hobby and  a service that uses various  types of radio communications  
equipment to communicate with other radio amateurs for public  service, recreation and self-training.   
A participant is called an  amateur radio operator, or a ham [2].  No one knows for sure why  amateur 
radio operators are called hams; the original meaning has  been lost over the years.  Many theories exist 
as to the meaning of  "ham", but nothing concrete.  Amateur radio operators have been  around since 
the beginning of  radio, but the Amateur Radio  Service did not come along until the advent of a 
licensing body.  Amateur radio operators enjoy personal wireless  communications with each other and 
are able to support their  communities with emergency and disaster communications if  necessary, while 
increasing their personal knowledge of electronics  and radio theory.  An estimated six million people 
throughout the  world are regularly involved with amateur radio [3].  Millions of  amateur radio 
operators communicate daily with each other directly or through ad hoc relay systems and amateur 
satellites [7].   Amateur radio operators have traditionally been recognized as an  important part of the 
radio community and several frequency bands  throughout the whole spectrum are allocated by ITU to 
this service  internationally as well as in our Spectrum Plan [7].  With regard to the spectrum use, all 
frequencies are shared  or common to all amateur radio operators and no frequency is  assigned for the 
exclusive use of any amateur station. Amateur  radio operators cooperate in selecting transmitting 
channels to  make the most effective use of the allocated frequencies.   Amateurs do not broadcast their 
transmissions; they have two-way  communications with other amateurs.  In fact, it is illegal for  
amateurs to broadcast information for the general public on the  amateur radio bands or communicate 
with non-amateurs.  Activities that amateurs radio operators can do with their  radios are diverse.  The 
following list stated examples of their  activities.   
 Communicate around the world.   
 Converse around town with small portable VHF and  UHF transceivers.   
 Help in emergencies and natural disasters situations   
 Build theirs own radios, transmitter, receiver and  antennas.   
 Communicate through orbiting satellites.  
 Communicate with astronaut while orbiting the earth.   
 Experimental with amateurs TV (ATV), Slow-Scan TV  (SSTV), or send still-frame pictures by 
facsimile.   
 Participate in transmitter hunt games or maybe build your  own directional finding equipment. 
 Participate in the activity of communication required for  search and rescue activities 
